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Review

· sample spaces having equally likelyoutcomes.

P(E)=
· Conditional prob.

PSE)F)=A*
Multiplicative rule) PCE,... En)

-P(E.) P(En/E.) P(Es/EEz)
..-PCEn/E,Enn).



Exer 1. Two fair dice are rolled. What is the conditional
probabilitythat at least one lands on 6 given that

the dice land on differentnumbers?

Solution. Let E denote the event that at least one die
lands on6, and let F denote the event
that the dice land on different numbers.

Then

E =((i,jD=[1,2,3,4,5,65:i =6orj =6)
F =((i,j) [1,2,3,4,5,632: itj).

ErF =(1,61,(2,6),...35,6),(6,1),(6,2), ..., (6,513
Notice that #[EF) =10

#F =6x5 =30

Hence

P(/) =e
=5 =5.



33.2 Bayes' formula.
Let E, F be two events.

**
E =(EF) w(EMFY

(black). (red)

Hence
P(E) =P(EnF) +PCEnFY

But PCEMF) =P(F). PCEIF),

P(EMFY =PCF4. P(EIEC).

We obtain

P(E) =P(F).P(E/E) + P(FY.P(EE).
<Total probabilityformula).



Hence to determine the prob. of E,
we mayfirst conduct the-rtioning"
-

upon whether or not the eventI has
occured

Next we give a generization of this formula.

Let F., Fn,... En be a sequence of events

such that theyare mutuallyexclusive,
and E,Fr =S (we say F, ..., Fu

are exhaustive

Then we have

P(E) =E*P(FM).P(ElEK).



Pf:Notice thatE
=E,(EMFi)
Swith disjoint union)

Hence

PCE) =2,P(EnEK)
=2P(F) PCE)EK).

Prop. ( Bayes' formulal.

Assume F.,..., En are mutuallyexclusive
and exhaustive.

Then for any 1icn,

PCFiE) =APCEIF
,P(FR) PCE(FM)

Pf:,P(Fi) PCElFR) = P(E)

P(Fi) · P(E/Fi) = PCEFi)
H



A bin contains 3 types of disposable flashlights. The 
probability that a type 1 flashlight will give more than 100 
hours of use is .7, with the corresponding probabilities
for type 2 and type 3 flashlights being .4 and .3, respectively. 
Suppose that 20 percent of the flashlights in the bin are type 
1, 30 percent are type 2, and 50 percent are type 3.

(a) What is the probability that a randomly chosen flashlight 
will give more than 100 hours of use?
(b) Given that a flashlight lasted more than 100 hours, what is 
the conditional probability that it was a type j flashlight, j = 1, 
2, 3?

Example 3.

the eventthat
Solution:E- a random chosen flashlight

will give more than 100 hours.

Fi (i=1,2,3)

-
the event that a random chosen

flashlight is of type i.

We need to find out (a) PCE)
↳> P(FilE).



From the conditions of the question, we know

P(E)F1) =0.7, P(EF) =0.4
P(E)Fs) =0.3.

P(F)=0.2, P(F2) =0.3, P(Fs) =0.5.

Hence P(E)=
2 P(Fi) P(ElFi)
i=1

=> 0.2x 0.7 +0.3x0.4 +0.5x03

P(F,(E) =APElE
=
0.2x0.7 +0.3x0.4 +0.5x0.3
I I

Similarly

P(Fz(E) =i, P(FsIE) =B.


